Administrators and policymakers at regional, national and global level are well aware of the necessity and undeniable benefits of renewable energy for long-term sustainability. In this study, we developed a two-stage analytical methodology to assess the efficiency of energy sources (a combination of various energy sources, mostly based on renewable sources), and Turkey, a country with a variety of renewable energy potential because of its favorable geographic and climatic conditions, was used as an illustrative case. Specifically, in the first stage, we utilized a nonparametric method and a powerful benchmarking tooldData Envelopment Analysis (DEA)dto analyze energy efficiencies for each province. In the second stage, we employed the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression and Tobit regression models to investigate the environmental factors affecting energy efficiency. And then, we used the Charnes-CooperRhodes (CCR) DEA and Tobit regression combination to perform a validation of the findings. The tandem utilization of DEA, OLS, and Tobit regression models allowed us to overcome some of the shortcomings of these methods when they are utilized individually. The results revealed the factors that have direct and positive influence/effect on the efficiencies, which included gross domestic product per-capita, population size, and the amount of energy production from renewable energy sources. The findings also suggested that starting the investments at the less-efficient provinces result in a better overall nationwide technical efficiency. These results can potentially help decision makers to develop and manage energy investment strategies.
Introduction
In the midst of global energy marketplace, dependence on foreign energy sources is a major challenge for many governments to sustain long-term energy security and uninterrupted energy flow with an affordable/stable cost. The over-dependence on oil and gas as the primary energy source with fluctuating cost structures is causing long-term economic problems [1] . For this reason, investments in renewable energy sources (RES) have been increasing at a substantial rate, with the hope to provide reliable/ sustainable energy, and thereby obtaining economic independence [2] . Energy authorities and decision makers are trying to replace conventional fossil-fuel-based energy sources with RES because of the numerous advantages including them being environmentfriendly and domestically sourceable [3] . In order to achieve this goal, decision makers are experimenting with and implementing various renewable energy investment projects [4] . Most developing countries have plenty of renewable energy resources, including solar energy, wind power, hydropower, geothermal energy, and biomass. To meet the increasing energy demand, the most effective long-term policy deemed to be increasing investment in renewable energy resources and related technologies. The issue of sustainable energy assessment has gained much attention and significance from both researchers and practitioners over the past couple of decades. Regional efficiency measurement is believed to be one of the crucial steps in achieving sustainable and efficient energy policies [5] . Regional or provincial energy cooperation and integration activities provide a more efficient use of resources for the best keeping of environmental, social and economic benefits under energy infrastructure projects and long-term development plans [6] .
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) has been a commonly used benchmarking tool to measure the productive efficiency of decision-making units (DMU) to show their performances in many managerial problems. DEA is a nonparametric method which was first introduced by Farrell [7] then further developed by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes in 1978. DEA is a relatively easy method to use/ apply, largely because it does not require any restricting assumptions of the related function and it can handle multiple input and output variables of various units [8] . Due to its several advantages, it has built an impressive footprint (i.e., an extensive application area) in analyzing the efficiency level of the organizations/companies [9] . In the literature, DEA analysis has been broadly used in the energy field to evaluate the performance of energy power companies, and alternative renewable energy projects and technologies [3,10e17] .
Despite its advantages and ease of use, DEA is not a perfect method. According to Nahra et al. [18] ; the usual usage of DEA has some significant drawbacks. After obtaining efficiency scores from DEA approach, the related scores are regressed on environmental/ managerial variables to find out the identifiers of the efficiency rates. DEA assigns a score of 1 to the efficient DMUs and there is no information about ranking among themselves to see efficiency levels in details. Therefore, with the second stage analysis by operating a censored data such as Tobit regression is conducted to obtain knowledge that is more representative [19] . Nevertheless, some inconsistent measurements may occur when the efficient number of DMU is too high, and eventually, it may lead to some serious problems [18, 20] .
Super-efficiency analysis was developed by Anderson and Peterson [57] to mitigate the inadequacy of the classic DEA approach by relaxing the upper limit of "1" for efficient DMUs. It is based on basic DEA principles, and in some studies, super-efficiency analysis has been employed as an alternative or as an additional approach to classical DEA [21, 22] . Therefore, this study proposes a two-stage analytical approach to efficiency assessment based on super-efficiency analysis along with a comparison with the traditional DEA-Tobit regression approach. In this study, in the first stage, the CCR (named after Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes)-DEA and super-efficiency DEA scores were used as dependent variables in a comparative evaluation of the methods to calculate the technical efficiency outcomes in energy assessment of the provinces. In the second stage, initially, Tobit regression model has been constructed based on CCR-DEA scores, and then depending on the superefficiency DEA scores Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression model was built to identify the environmental factors affecting energy efficiency. Since the DEA scores are censored at one, there were some drawbacks in reflecting some of the detailed and important information for ranking. Hence, additionally, a superefficiency DEA was employed to offer some advantages over the Tobit regression.
We structured the analyses within the context of energy efficiency of Turkey's provinces. Turkey is divided into 81 provinces and 7 regional areas based on several factors such as industrial characteristics, energy consumption rates, natural resource affluence, and geo-climate factors. This study aimed at conducting an extensive investigation from the provincial and regional perspective. In fact, it is very difficult to access all of the unique characteristics that exist at granular levels in developing countries, such as Turkey. Therefore, DEA, Tobit and OLS models are used to handle such complexities that researchers and policy-makers face while performing such a complex, multidimensional and substantially large national/provincial strategic planning projects. The collective use of multiple data/information sources was an added enabler f this study.
Although there have been a number of studies on this topic, there still is ample opportunities to contribute to the extant literature. Hence, this study aims to make contributions to the existing literature in the following ways. First, this study uses a novel twostage DEA approach to assess the energy efficiency from a variety of sources (mostly from renewable energy sources) and to identify the influential environmental/managerial factors at provincial and regional level using the example of Turkey. Second, the study investigates the changing (i.e., time-varying) tendencies of energy efficiency in different geographic parts/regions of Turkey, and make local/regional comparisons about the prospect of energy efficiency. Lastly, the study takes into consideration the existing utilization rates of the renewable energy alternatives as it assesses the potential for different regions. As such, this paper contributes to the extant literature by offering a methodology and insights to formulate an impactful energy efficiency strategy for new and improved energy investments alternatives. Thus, energy resource planning activities can be planned and implemented realistically by considering and satisfying provincial/regional level characteristics and conditions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review from the perspective of the studies dedicated to analyzing energy efficiency. Section 3 presents the background information on the proposed two-stage analytical methodology that combines DEA and Tobit models. Section 4 provides the specifics about the empirical analysis (the case study) conducted for Turkey. Section 5 illustrates and discusses the results while section 6 provides concluding remarks and future research directions.
Literature review
Assessment of renewable energy sources/alternatives is an extremely critical and strategic issue followed by countries all over the world to identify and implement the right energy policy under the sustainable development concept and low-carbon economy. A number of studies have taken into account the evaluation of renewable energy sources in order to show their substantial contributions from diverse aspects of human life and to help the governments deliver on a range of policy objectivesdeconomic, environmental, and social. In this regard, some studies in the literature analyze renewable energy portfolio utilizing from various decision making and optimization tools while other studies just consider the energy efficiency issue to provide a comprehensive insight of renewable energy assessment [4,23e26] . Neves et al. [27] proposed a multi-criteria decision analysis model, initially utilizing soft systems methodology then, Keeney's Value-Focused Thinking approach to evaluating energy efficiency attempts. Boomsma et al. [2] analyzed renewable energy investments using real options approach under various support schemes. Siddiqui et al. [5] assessed renewable portfolio standards to limit greenhouse gas emissions according to bi-level model they developed by incentivizing renewable energy production.
In the literature, a majority of DEA studies dedicated to the area of energy have focused on energy efficiency [28, 29] . According to Kim et al. [30] ; DEA studies in the energy sector can be categorized into two themes: efficiency analysis of renewable energy sources, and efficiency analysis of energy generation plants/companies [31, 32] . Under these two categories, the studies are generally constructed according to the provincial level, regional level, or country level to present a comparative analysis. For instance, Mou [33] investigated the efficiency of China's coal-fired power plants applying DEA-Slack based measure methodology according to three levels namely, groups, provinces, and plants. The results show that there are some disparities across groups, provinces and also plant level. Xie et al. [34] ; Iftikhar et al. [35] ; Ignatius et al. [10] and Zhou et al. [17] examined a country level energy efficiency using DEA model. Wang et al. [13] ; Wu et al. [36] ; Zeng et al. [37] ; Zha et al. [38] ; Meng et al. [12] and Zhang et al. [16] applied DEA models at regional level to evaluate the energy and environmental efficiency of China's regions. Wang et al. [39] and Du et al. [40] investigated energy efficiency using DEA approach at the provincial level. There have been a few studies analyzing the efficiency of Turkey's energy sector by utilizing DEA. Bagdadioglu [41] ; Bagdadioglu et al. [42] ; Sarica and Or [43] and S€ ozen et al. [44] investigated Turkish electricity distribution sector to analyze performances of the publicly operated organizations utilizing DEA tool.
There are some studies in the literature that employed twostage DEA-based applications where they used DEA in the first stage and Tobit regression model in the second. Some of the recent studies in this domain are summarized here. Sa glam [45] developed a two-stage DEA to assess the relative efficiency of the 39 state's wind power performances in the USA for the electricity production. Both input-and output-oriented CCR and BCC models have been applied and then Tobit regression was conducted by utilizing DEA results for the second stage analysis. The DEA results showed that more than half of the states operate wind energy efficiently. And the Tobit regression revealed that previously established wind power was both less effective and more expensive. Chen et al. [81] applied a super-efficiency DEA and Malmquist index methods to measure static and dynamic environmental efficiency of 131 cities in China between 2003 and 2014. The influential factors were explored by a panel Tobit model. The results showed that there are significant differences among the cities' environmental efficiency.
In a recent study, Jebali et al. [46] investigated the energy efficiency factors in Mediterranean countries for the period of 2009e2012. In the first stage, a specific bootstrap procedure was applied to get a corrected DEA efficiency estimator. In the second stage, a parametric bootstrap procedure was applied to the truncated regression of DEA on environmental variables. According to first stage results, energy efficiency levels in Mediterranean countries were high and the second stage results show that the gross national income per capita, the population density and the renewable energy use affected energy efficiency. Using a more constraint scope, Sa glam [47] utilized DEA-based approach to evaluate the relative efficiencies of 236 wind farms. Input and output-oriented CCR and BCC models were applied in the first stage, and then the Tobit regression model was developed to investigate the effects of the specification of the wind turbine technologies. DEA results showed that two-thirds of the wind farms were operated efficiently, and the Tobit regression model showed that the brand choice of the wind turbine had a significant impact on the productive efficiency of wind farms. Similarly, Wu et al. [48] used DEA methodology to obtain the efficiency scores of wind farms in China in the first stage and then used the Tobit regression model to examine the relationship between the efficiency scores and environment variables in the second stage.
Feng et al. [49] aimed to develop a green development performance index based on DEA which would be used in the evaluation of the global change/evolution of the green development. DEA and then the Tobit models are used to analyze the potentially influencing factors on green development performance. Niu et al. [50] proposed two-stage (two-sub-process) DEA model to better evaluate the wind turbines micro-siting of wind farms in China. The efficiency scores obtained by the two sub-process of DEA were taken as the dependent variables, and Tobit regression model was used to investigate the relationship between the efficiency scores and the environment variables. Çelen [51] discussed efficiency and productivity of the Turkish electricity distribution companies applying a two-stage (DEA & Tobit) analysis. Çelen [51] did not however used the super efficiency approach for OLS regression to eliminate insufficiencies of Tobit regression.
In this study, we concentrated on the energy efficiency of various sources (mostly based on renewable sources), at provincial and regional level (using Turkey as an illustrative case), designing and executing a two-stage analytical methodology that combines DEA, Tobit and OLS regression models. Most of the previous studies have employed one or more parametric or non-parametric decision-making tools somewhat arbitrarily without ample justification. Furthermore, in the previous studies, assessment of energy efficiency has been widely investigated at the level of a power plant or an energy company for a given region or the entire country, to compare against other studies or to assess their performance over time. In this study, we have evaluated the energy efficiency of provinces exploiting a thorough analytical approachda two-stage synergistic methodology relying on the complementary features of the tools employed. Influencing environmental factors have been incorporated in the second stage to provide a more realistic information. Different from other studies in the literature, we have also considered the renewable energy potentials of the regions as inputs and the gross energy generation from renewable sources as an output variable. We used an input-oriented model due to the nature of Turkish electricity sector in a similar manner to the other countries. Contrary to companies, the governments are responsible for serving to all consumers, hence making the outputs as external [51] .
Background information
3.1. DEA models DEA has been a prominent method for evaluating the productivity of organizations with multiple incomparable inputs and outputs. DEA was first proposed by Charnes et al. [52] based on the seminal work of Farrell [7] on the measurement of productive efficiency. The objective function of that model was to maximize the ratio of weighted outputs to weighted inputs for a particular organizational unit (or in DEA terminology, decision-making units, DMUs). DEA is a linear programming-based technique for measuring the relative efficiency of DMUs, which has gained considerable interest in recent years due to its advantages over the traditional methods [53] . DEA provides a peer group comparison using a frontier in order to determine efficient and inefficient units. DEA can incorporate multiple inputs and multiple outputs, which can be expressed in different units of measurement.
Another advantage of DEA that significantly contributed to its popularity among researchers and analysts is its ability to help identify the potential improvements for inefficient units. To do so, DEA compares a unit with a convex combination of other units located on the frontier and thereby enables the analyst to identify the sources and the level of inefficiency for each of its inputs and outputs [54] .
The CCR model
DEA has two common models, which are CCR [52] and BCC [55] 
where q is efficiency score for organization o under investigation;
x io and y ro are observed values of input m consumed and output s generated by organization o respectively; s þ r and s À i are the amounts of excess input i and deficit output s for organization o; l j ' s are the dual variables utilized to construct a composite ideal organization to dominate organization n. The objective function above assesses the efficiency score (q) of the organization under consideration. Within the same objective function, in case the organization is efficient (q ¼ 1), all-zero slack values (output deficits and input excesses) are also provided for full-efficiency. Constraint (2) maintains that the input level for input i is a linear combination of the inputs and the excess input of i. Constraint (3) points that the optimal output of r is a linear combination of the outputs minus its slacks. In the optimal solution of model (1e4), organization o is efficient if q ¼ 1 and s þ r ¼ s À i ¼ 0 for all i and r. The organizations found efficient in the solution of the model (1e4) for organization o, form the efficiency frontier, which is called as reference set.
The BCC model
The efficiency frontier defined by the above CCR model reveals constant returns to scale (CRS) [56] . As an extension of CCR-DEA model, Banker et al. [55] offer the BCC model which adds the constraint, S l j ¼ 1, for variable returns to scale (VRS). The variable l presented convexity constraint also produces the value of increasing or decreasing returns to scale. An input oriented BCC model with s outputs, m inputs and n number of organizations can be defined as follows in Eqs. (5)e (9):
Super-efficiency model
In the previous section, we have identified the CCR-DEA and BCC-DEA models using input or output-oriented versions. According to CCR or BCC results, we can just obtain that which decisionmaking DMU is efficient or not efficient based on efficiency scores. Additionally, these models do not provide the actual ranking of the efficient DMUs among themselves extensively. The main point behind the developing super-efficiency DEA is to show sorting of 100% relative efficiency of these DMUs. In order to eliminate the insufficiencies of the mentioned models and to assess DMUs' efficiencies realistically and comprehensively, the super-efficiency model was developed by Andersen and Petersen [57] . The DMU is compared with the linear combination of all other units in the model. The investigated DMU is removed from the reference set. Thus, the maximum rate of increase in the inputs of efficient decision-making units is obtained while maintaining the effectiveness of the efficient DMUs. All DMUs are sorted from large to small according to the efficiency scores.
Super-efficiency DEA model has the identical function formula with CCR model used for assigning the most productive scale size in the traditional DEA framework and it can be defined in Eqs. (10)e(13) as follows:
Tobit regression model
To identify the determinants of efficiency, the Tobit model is employed in the second stage of the analysis. Tobit model was proposed by James Tobin in 1958 to describe the relationship between a non-negative dependent variable (y) and independent variable (x). Tobit model is also known as a truncated or censored regression model to provide technical efficiency scores of DMUs under a restricted range of values of the dependent variable [58, 59] . The efficiency scores computed from CCR-DEA receive values between 0 and 1 and used as dependent variable in Tobit regression.
The calculated efficiency score in the first stage (y i ) will be validated by environmental variables (z i ) in the second step. A latent (unobserved) variable in the Tobit model can be calculated as in Eq. (14):
where, z i is an (r Â 1) vector of environmental variables and b is an (r Â 1) vector of parameters to be estimated. Employing this latent variable (y Ã ), the calculated efficiency score (y i ) can be defined in such a way that is censored at less than 0 and more than 1, as seen in Eq. (15):
The Tobit model employed the Newton Raphson method based on maximum likelihood function. The parameters are also predicted by maximum likelihood utilizing the Newton Raphson method. Although Tobit model is often used to clarify environmental variables in the two or three stage analysis, Tobit models have some limitations as mentioned by Simar and Wilson [20] .
Estimation with OLS regression brings about a biased parameter estimate problem owing to the assumption of a normal and homoscedastic distribution of OLS. The most significant problem has occurred when the utilized environmental variables in the Tobit model are correlated with the efficiency scores obtained from the first stage with the Tobit models that causes the inconsistency problem of estimators (2013a). To remove these drawbacks, Simar and Wilson [20] proposed a bootstrapping approach.
Empirical analysis: an application for Turkey
A graphical depiction of the proposed two-stage analytic methodology (for the assessment of energy efficiency) is given in Fig. 1 .
As mentioned before and as shown in Fig. 1 , this study employs a two-stage methodology. In the first stage, CCR-DEA and superefficiency DEA were used to analyze the energy efficiencies of each province in Turkey. In the second stage, based on the CCR-DEA scores, a Tobit regression model was constructed and depending on the super-efficiency scores, an OLS regression model was built to investigate the environmental factors. Finally, after completing all of the assessments, a strategic renewable energy policy for Turkey was identified.
Data
Turkey, one of the largest countries in Eastern Europedlocated between Europe and Asia like a bridge, is situated on 780,576 km 2 of total land. The country is subdivided into 7 main regions, 21 subregions, and 81 provinces/cities (see Fig. 2 ), according to geographic, demographic, and economic characteristics.
In this study, all 81 provinces in the 7 regions of Turkey are considered. The data used in the study was obtained from multiple The determination of input and output variables is a very critical issue in DEA practices, where the aim is to evaluate the efficiencies of decision-making units. Obtaining such a comprehensive data set provided us the opportunity to represent the problem in the richest way. In identifying the proper set of input and output variables, we considered the previous energy efficiency studies [51; 60] , the professional opinions of relevant individuals, and the detailed review conducted by Jamasb and Pollitt [60] . In the light of these information sources, for the current study, we chose four input variables and two output variables for the DEA, and six variables were considered as the environmental factors for the Tobit and OLS regression models. In the related literature, the most widely used output variables were gross energy generation in MWh and the number of customers. We have utilized these two factors as output variables, which are symbolized by y 1 and y 2 , respectively.
The total renewable energy potential has been taken as a ratio, x 1 , the network length in km, x 2 , total installed power of renewable energy in MW, x 3 and the transformer capacity in MVA, x 4 are employed as input variables. Transformer capacity [51; 60; 61] , network length [61, 62] and total installed power [51, 63] are widely used input variables in various studies [64; 60] . Unlike other studies, we included the renewable energy potential as an input variable. It is noted that this study focuses on particularly the renewable energy efficiency of the provinces in Turkey. Thus, the related variables of energy efficiency have been investigated, and finally considered as total installed power of renewable energy (input), total renewable energy potential (input) and gross energy generation from renewable energy sources (output).
Energy efficiency of the provinces in Turkey can be affected by several factors in addition to the aforementioned technical variables. We have used six independent environmental variables (z i ), namely, total exports, gross domestic product per capita, humanity development index, total energy generation, population, area in order to apply Tobit regression analysis. These environmental variables have been utilized in different Tobit regression studies [65e67].
Measurement of input and output variables
Mostly in-line with the extant literature, brief definitions of the input and output variables used in the analysis are presented as follows:
x 1 : Total renewable energy potential-All the renewable energy resources have been analyzed according to climatic conditions of the provinces and the abundance of sources in the regions. The intensity of wind, solar, hydro, geothermal and biomass energy sources in the regions are identified and the total renewable energy potential has been identified as a ratio by using multi criteria decision making tools. Wind speed, sunshine duration, river regimes, percentages of the biomass waste and thermal power of locations obtained from TEDAS are considered for the evaluation of overall potential rate while the renewable energy potentials are assessed (%).
x 2 : Network length-Electricity distribution line measured in (km) per province.
x 3 : Total installed power of renewable energy-Total installed power means the theoretical capacity of the generators if working at maximum output (MW).
x 4 : Transformer capacity-The maximum capacity of transformers which is loaded electricity in order to connect to the distribution system (MVA). y 1 : Gross energy generation from renewable sources-The energy production obtained from the renewable energy power plants throughout the year (MWh).
y 2 : Number of consumers-Measured as the total number of customers for the electricity service delivered.
Several external factors, which are beyond the controllable scope of the problem definition, can affect the energy efficiency scores of the districts. This study mainly considers the following six factors as environmental variables: z 1 : Total exports-It is widely known that exports matter for economic growth and development [68] and that differential export performance may contribute to spatial inequality [66] and thus, energy efficiencies of the provinces can show different behaviour because the energy consumption is closely related to economic development (million dollars per provinces). z 2 : GDP per capita-Gross domestic product (GDP) per capita is the most important indicator of the economic strength and prosperity level of the citizens living in the province and measured by million dollars per capita [67, 69] . z 3 : Human development index-Human development index (HDI) is a composite statistic of life expectancy, education, and per capita income indicators, which are generally used to rank countries into four stages of human development. According to different analysis, human development is closely related to energy usage [70] . z 4 : Total energy production-Total energy production which consists of all kind of energy sources, such as fossil fuel, coal, thermal, natural gas etc., to supply electricity need and measure in MWh [71] .
z 5 : Population-The variable of the population defined as the number of citizens living involved side, measured by million [80] .
z 6 : Area-Area is expressed in the region of the city area, and measured by km 2 [48; 72] .
According to the established practices, the number of DMU's should be at least twice the number of inputs and outputs [73] . In this study, the number of DMU was eighty-one, which is higher than total input and output variables. The descriptive statistics of the variables adopted in the analysis are shown in Table 1 . The correlations between input and output variables were statistically verified, which are given in Table 2 .
In this study, classic CCR and super-efficiency DEA scores were taken as dependent variables in a comparative evaluation of methods for identifying technical efficiency in the energy efficiency of the provinces. In the first stage of the study, the DEA Solver software was utilized to determine efficiency performances of the provinces. In the second stage, to identify the influencers of the energy efficiency, the Tobit and OLS models are constructed using EViews 9 software. Based on the obtained outcomes, we assert that super-efficiency DEA scores provide a better dependent variable than the CCReDEA scores in the second stage regression.
All of the correlation coefficients between input and output items exhibit positive correlation, as shown in Table 2 . Thus, the input and output items well comply with the prerequisite condition of the DEA model.
Results and discussion
A commercial package called DEA-Solver Professional Release 13.0 was used for input-oriented CCR, BCC and super-efficiency models. In this study, we have adopted the input minimization assumption, since the purpose of the study was to measure the input usage efficiency of provinces. In the recent years, it has been widely accepted as a strategic issue in the energy sector that companies in competitive markets are increasingly in need of minimizing their inputs or fit among their strategies, environmental and organizational contingencies, in order to be in the competitive environment. Decision makers, energy authorities in the country or managers of power plants for investment planning can only decrease inputs to promote the efficiency. The following subsections detail the data analyses used in this study.
Efficiencies of the provinces
We used (Eqs. (1)e (4)) to derive the efficiency index for each of the provinces and the reference sets in which all DMUs' efficiency equals to one. A total of 11 provinces appeared in the reference set as efficient units, as shown in Table 3 . Additionally, the total count of occurrence was obtained as 212 in the DEA analysis.
Norman and Stoker [74] classified the DMUs into four categories according to the perceived efficiency levels:
(1) The robustly efficient units. The DMU is efficient and also it appears in many reference sets as their benchmarks. (2) The marginal efficient units. The DMU is efficient but it is not other DMU's benchmark in that the DMU may have different characteristics from others in the same category. 3) The marginal inefficient units. These will have an efficiency rating, between 0.9 and 1, and if they adjust their inputs or outputs, they could soon raise their score towards 1.0 (4) The distinctly inefficient units. With an efficiency score of less than 0.9, these units would have difficulty in making themselves efficient in the short term.
Based on the above criteria, we then regrouped the total sample of 81 provinces into four categories as noted above. Table 4 shows the number and percentage of cities included in the four categories, which can then be used for the different investment origins.
As it is shown in Table 4 , 13.5% of provinces belonged to the robustly efficient unit, while only 3.7% of the DMUs fit in the marginal inefficient units. Also, nearly 82.71% of the provinces were classified into the distinctly inefficient unit. These results suggest that most of the provinces are inefficient when compare to the efficient units in Turkey.
Comparison of return to scale
DEA method may be utilized with the assumption of constant or variable returns to scale. Banker et al. [55] classified the scale efficiency of DMUs into three categories: (i) increasing returns to scale (IRS); (ii) constant returns to scale (CRS); and (iii) decreasing returns to scale (DRS).
Increasing return scale means that increase in the input will result in a greater than proportionate increase in output, whereas decreasing return scale is the case where the result is less than the proportionate increase in output. Constant return scale is exhibited where the result is the proportionate increase in output [75] . Table 5 shows that there were 60 DMUs in the condition of increasing return scale, and there were 4 DMUs in the condition of decreasing return scale, and there were 17 DMUs in the condition of constant return scale.
When we evaluated 81 provinces according to the regions, we obtained the following results in Table 6 . Region and The South Eastern Anatolia Region (4.94%) had similar behaviour in CRS category and they were greater than the others.
The implication drawn from item (i) is that The Black Sea Region tend to perceive the need to create more fit by enhancing their outputs, renewable energy generation and number of customers, as compared to other regions. Our results from item (ii) indicate that The Marmara Region, The Black Sea Region, The Central Anatolia Region and The Southeastern Anatolia Region expend more input to obtain the same level of output compared to the other regions. Item (iii) also points that The Aegean Region and The South Eastern Anatolia Region tend to have higher efficiency than other regions.
CCR and BCC models were utilized to obtain overall technical and pure technical efficiencies, besides the super-efficiency model to rank the efficient DMUs. According to Table 7 , if the efficiency value equals 1, the DMU is efficient; if it is less than 1, the evaluated region is deemed inefficient. When we look at the overall efficiency scores in CCR model, 11 cities were efficient (100%). Besides that, pure efficiency scores were obtained from BCC model, which indicated that about 18 cities were efficient (100%)dthese cities used their inputs efficiently. Scale efficiency score was obtained by calculating the ratio of overall technical efficiency to the pure technical efficiency, and it indicates the potential productivity achieved from maintaining the optimal size of an economy. For instance, a large economy exhibits economies of scale at various levels. For a scale efficient province, the input and output oriented efficiencies equal each other. Indeed, if pure technical efficiency is not high enough, this may cause a managerial problem in the direction of inputs and consequently of RES (renewable energy Scale efficiency provides more information about the need for efficient usage of the inputs by considering advanced technologies and fast infrastructure services [76] . In this study, 11 provinces had the scale efficiency, which means these locations have had optimal scale size [77] . To elaborate, there were 11 cities with the overall technical efficiency value of 1 among the 81 provinces, which means all of their pure technical efficiency values and scale efficiency values were 1, indicating that the resource utilization of such provinces, whether in technique or scale, reached the fittest. This indicates that the DMU's were in the stage of constant returns to scale (CRTS), an optimal status for the combination of input factors and production scale, and there was no need for improvement [78] . Also, 60 provinces were in the stage of increasing returns to scale (IRTS) among 81 provinces. If they can expand their production scale, they may be able to improve the overall operational efficiency. Furthermore, 4 provinces were in the stage of decreasing returns to scale (DRTS) among 81 provinces. They should decrease their inputs and production scale in order to improve their overall operational efficiency. In brief, 17 provinces (i.e. 20.98% of the total provinces) were in the stage of CRTS; 60 provinces (i.e. 74.07% of the total provinces) were in the stage of IRTS; and the remaining 4 of them (i.e. 4.94% of the total provinces) were in the stage of DRTS.
According to the ranks of the provinces, Yalova, Gaziantep, Elazig, Sanliurfa, Kutahya, Kirikkale, K.maras, Izmir, Igdir, Gumushane, and Batman were efficient cities in terms of the utilizing renewable energy potential. There was no need for any improvement since the proportionate increase in input is exactly equal to the increase in output. After that Giresun, Karabuk, Sinop, Diyarbakir, Siirt and other provinces were coming as top ranks in terms of utilizing domestic renewable energy sources.
The provinces, Adana, Adiyaman, Afyon, Agri, Aksaray, Amasya, Ardahan, Artvin, Balikesir, Bartin, Bayburt, Bilecik, Bingol, Bitlis, Bolu, Burdur, Bursa, Canakkale, Cankiri, Corum, Duzce, Edirne, Erzincan, Eskisehir, Hakkari, Hatay, Isparta, Karabuk, Karaman, Kars, Kastamonu, Kayseri, Kirikkale, Kirklareli, Kirsehir, Kocaeli, Konya, Malatya, Manisa, Mardin, Mersin, Mugla, Mus, Nevsehir, Nigde, Ordu, Osmaniye, Rize, Sakarya, Sanliurfa, Siirt, Sivas, Tekirdag, Tokat, Trabzon, Tunceli, Usak, Van, Yozgat, Zonguldak were in the stage of increasing returns to scale. If they expand their scales, they can improve the overall efficiency. In this respect, investment studies on the network length, transformer capacity, and installed power of renewable energy should be increased in order to improve the efficiency in the related provinces. The obtained results were very consistent and were closely matching the current energy policies and investments of the government. For instance, the new nuclear power plant will be installed in Akkuyu, Mersin to fulfill the energy need. Geographic location and some considerable opportunities of the city ensures ample advantageous to build the new power plants in the city, as realized from DEA analysis. In addition to this, there are several renewable plants, which mostly continue to build and have decided to invest in these provinces. Besides, the majority of these cities (IRS) have either built-in power plants or newly granted power plants to be built in the future. Ankara, Diyarbakir, Giresun, Istanbul were in the stage of decreasing returns to scale, a situation that occurs when the proportion of output is less than the desired increased input during the production process. At this point, number of consumer and energy generation from renewable energy outputs should be increased to improve efficiency frontier. Istanbul and Ankara are the most important metropolitan provinces of Turkey, and these cities take immigration from other regions at a seriously high rate every year. Many investment plans, which include transportation, healthcare and industrial progress, have been conducted properly to meet the needs of public efficiently. The vast majority of investments in these cities have been made, depending on the ever-increasing population ratio. Because of the foreseeable potentials of these cities, the improvements of the investments that needed to be made are already completed or are being done.
The results of CCR model indicated that eleven provinces were efficient, but we can't identify which one was the most efficient. Hence, we introduced the super-efficiency DEA model and provided a ranking for all cities, including the efficient ones. And the results of these calculations showed that Yalova was the most efficient province, followed by Kilis, Igdir, Izmir, Gumushane, Kutahya, K. Maras, Batman, Gaziantep, Elazig and lastly Sirnak, while Manisa was the most inefficient province followed by Kirikkale, Aksaray and Bilecik provinces.
Reasons for technical inefficiencies
Given the fact that there was a relatively high number of inefficient provinces throughout the country, there was an obvious need to investigate further the potential source of technical inefficiencies. To this end, the input excesses and the output deficits were individually derived for each of the inefficient provinces. The results of averaging the input excesses and output deficits for each input and output variables are summarized in Table 8 .
As it is clear from Table 8 , the following three variablesdnetwork length, transformer and total installed capacitydwere featured as the top-three with the highest input excess for the provinces in the assessment of the energy efficiency of Turkey. However, total renewable energy potential was ranked as having the least input excess according to results. Energy policy makers or managers tend to put too much emphasis on managing network length and transformer capacity as a way of upgrading their efficiency. It can be concluded that the provinces in Turkey are spending more resources and efforts on managing network length, transformer capacity and installed power of renewable energy, all of which are relatively important influencers on the efficiency of their renewable energy management practices. In terms of the overall average of output deficits, energy generation from renewable sources and number of the consumer have significantly high scores and thus, these factors have aroused as the critical reasons of the inefficiency of the provinces.
These findings, in general, suggest that too much effort exerted on these energy infrastructure practices may degrade the relative efficiency of operational performance of the districts. In other words, the government should seek the ways to improve the implementation of these practices. It should be noted that inputs of the energy systems should be transformed into the operational performances, known as output, effectively with avoiding losses. Idle resources should be used efficiently to obtain a real gain from the system for the long term.
From the technical dimensions of DEA case study for Turkey, according to improvable spaces of input and output items of DMUs, Kirklareli had the worst overall technical efficiency (0.0363); for instance, the improvable spaces of this DMU's input item was (0.0001) and the improvable spaces of its output item was (4102.5914). Namely, to enable such DMU to utilize resources as efficiently as other DMUs (with the overall technical efficiency values of 1), its "total renewable energy potential" has to be decreased by 0.0001%, and "energy generation from renewable sources" has to be increased by 4102.5914 MW; after these adjustments, Kirklareli would become a relatively efficient province.
From a wider perspective, efficiency is described as the ratio of outputs to inputs. The following are the three potential ways to improve efficiency: (i) reduce the amount of input while keeping output constant, (ii) increase the amount of output while keeping input constant, and (iii) increase output while at the same time decreasing input. The essence of the matter is that the energy need of Turkey has been in an increasing trend and this rising trend will continue in the future. For this reason, we may expect that the efficiencies of the provinces may increase without any need to reduce the input usage.
Loss and theft, a serious problem in electricity networks, can and should be reduced (or eliminated) during electricity distribution in the network line. More resistant and qualified transmission lines should be installed and supported with new technological equipment and infrastructure attempts. Moreover, capacity expansion efforts should be increased steadily. Renewable energy investments should be encouraged, projects on this subject should be accelerated.
Models for second-stage analyses: explaining the determinants of efficiency
The dependent variables employed in the comparative secondstage analysis were the technical efficiency scores from superefficiency and the CCR-DEA analyses.
OLS results based on super-efficiency DEA
By the help of super-efficiency DEA the efficiency scores of the provinces were obtained as dependent variables and then using these measures, we can assess the effects of the environmental variables on the efficiency scores. OLS regression is a proper and applicable method for these depended variables, which are uncensored due to the working principle of the super-efficiency analysis. Depending on the OLS regression model, the secondstage regression model employing super-efficiency scores can be specified as follows:
The OLS model was similar to the Tobit regression expression. The OLS regression results showed five variables as significant at the 1% and 5% levels. As in the Tobit regression, the area factor was negatively and GDP per capita variable was positively correlated with efficiency in the OLS analysis. Total exports and total energy production variables have shown a significant impact on the efficiency, with a negatively correlated efficiency, whereas population positively affected the efficiency of the OLS analysis as one of the significant factors.
In Table 9 , the parameter b Export (coefficient) indicates that each unit increase in export reduces energy efficiency by 0.714 units. One unit increase in GDP (b GDP ) provides energy efficiency increase by 2.068 units. Each unit increase in energy production (b En Prod ) leads to energy efficiency decreases by 0.306 units. Each unit increase in population (b Pop ) causes energy efficiency increase by 2.509 units. The increase in each unit area (b Area ) shows that the energy efficiency decreases by 2.611 units.
Export activities are provided based on the technologies, services, and platforms that ensure system-level energy efficiency to sustain uninterrupted manufacturing process. All of these processes require intensive energy usage besides electricity generation, transmission, and distribution. The used energy-intensive infrastructure such as equipment and machinery consume more energy, hence the energy efficiency is slightly decreased [70] . Despite all this, it should be noted that commercial income provided by exports contributes to the economy of the country and increases the level of prosperity.
Total energy production includes other types of energy sources, such as fossil fuel, coal, thermal, natural gas, etc. to create the supply for the electricity demand. In this study, we specifically investigated the energy efficiency of the provinces in Turkey. Thus, other types of energy sources, mostly believed to produce more pollutant emissions, compete with the renewable energy sources.
As each type of energy source becomes a part of the restricted capacity of the electricity generation, the renewable energies do not have much of a share. It is known that to maintain energy reliability and sustainability interrupted, energy diversity should be implemented in the energy market because electricity production from renewable energy sources highly depend on changing and uncertain climatic conditions such as sunlight, wind and hydro. Therefore, energy production from other fossils decreases the renewable energy efficiency in the certain districts [71, 79] . Energy consumption may vary depending on population size, and affect the energy efficiency directly. In this study, we have examined the population and the area of the provinces separately, but some studies have considered population density as an exogenous variable that is measured by the number of people per square kilometre [80] . We have analyzed both population variable and population density variable to understand the effects of the renewable energy, and have reached almost the same results, which indicate positively significant coefficient in Tobit and OLS regressions. According to energy planning studies, firstly electric service is provided to the most populated and industrialized regions and communities. In particular, the generated energy in crowded and developed provinces such as Istanbul and Ankara is consumed instantaneously. Unless energy demand is still not met, energy support is provided from nearby regions. Therefore, it can be considered that the population is positively associated with energy efficiency. Çelen and Yalçın (2012) state that electricity companies operate primarily in crowded regions due to the efficiency advantage. In addition, the government should take some actions to increase energy efficiency through energy infrastructure works such as increasing the transformer capacities, extending the network lengths, reducing the electricity loss and theft ratios. In some points, the analysis results may differ in both OLS and Tobit regressions. The HDI variable is insignificant according to OLS regression at 5% level, but it shows a significantly negative coefficient in the Tobit regression results.
Although the total energy production variable was not significant in Tobit regression, it was very close to becoming a significant variable (p-value ¼ 0.167). It was a significant variable in the OLS regression and the sign occurred as a negative impact on the efficiency, on the contrary of the Tobit regression results. The standardized coefficients given in Tables 9 and 10 allow us to realize the relative impact of each independent factor on the efficiency in each regression set. For instance, on the Tobit regression, the two variables that indicate the most impact on efficiency were HDI and the GDP per capita; in the OLS regression, the related variables were area and the population.
Tobit results based on CCR scores
The other analytical approach was employed when the CCR score was utilized as the dependent variable. Tobit regression model was constructed to measure other instruments behind energy efficiency of the districts and the obtained scores. Tobit regression take values between 0 and 1, making the depended variable in the second stage limited. EViews 9 Software is utilized to implement this econometric model. The calculated efficiency score in the first stage (y i ) was corrected by the environmental variables in this second stage (z i ). The relationship between energy efficiency and influencing factors can be expressed as follows:
Tobit results showed three variables that affect energy efficiency at the 1% and 10% significance levels: Human development index and area, both variables showed negative coefficients. This means that these factors reduce the efficiency. That is, the one-unit increase in HDI causes 0.55% increase and one-unit increase in the area brings about 0.06% increase in the efficiency scores according to Tobit regression.
HDI is a sign of the development to live in well conditions, which include a combination of the healthcare system, education system and industrial progress of the related district because the high technologic developments facilitate life to get comfortable environment. It leads to more energy consumption depending on the utilized machines and other services received. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) establishes the relationship among energy use, economic growth, and social development. There is a high correlation between lower energy and lower HDI.
Smaller area with less development consumes less energy. This means larger areas tend to be more inefficient, which seems to be a reasonable result. Energy need will increase depend on a regions' size since the power of lightning around the service area, networks lines and other infrastructure parameters will be consumed more energy to be serviced. Unless focusing on the technical level of operations and the design of transmission-distribution system to get better performance, energy efficiency will reduce automatically [48] .
GDP per capita significantly contribute to efficiency and positively correlated with efficiency. The magnitude of the coefficiency was 0.081, which indicates that every 1% increase in the efficiency scores leads to 8.1% increase in the overall efficiency score. Districts with higher GDP per capita are in a more advantageous stage in economic expansion, which provides for the augmentation of industrial structure and the move to a service-oriented society. The awareness of the energy efficiency has emerged as a subject that needs to be paid more attention to the public in developed countries or regions. Different studies in the literature show that developed regions have higher energy efficiency than less developed regions [69; 65; 67] . Performance indicators (R 2 , Akaike criterion etc.) are shown in Tables 9 and 10 for the relevant analysis. As seen from OLS and Tobit regression analyses, OLS regression provided a more comprehensive analysis while Tobit regression narrowed the boundaries of the analysis because of censoring nature of the method. The common significant variables have emerged as GDP per capita and the area in both approaches. The other influential variable was HDI, and total energy production can be considered as a significant factor in Tobit regression whereas export, total energy production factors are obtained as significant variables in OLS regression. The study was mainly based on the OLS methodology, and then checked/confirmed the obtained OLS results with the Tobit regression. The only variable that is not significant in OLS method was HDI. However, according to the Tobit regression, HDI was obtained as a significant variable and the sign of the variable was negative. According to the focus group meetings and expert opinions, it is understood that HDI was an influential factor in energy efficiency. Therefore, the Tobit regression acted as a complementary method in the overall methodology.
Conclusions
This study evaluated the energy efficiency of Turkey, in both provincial and regional levels, based on the super-efficiency DEA and CCR-DEA models. The influencing environmental factors of energy efficiency were investigated by OLS and Tobit regression models. In the literature, the studies generally employ two-stage DEA applications, which consist of DEA application in the first stage and Tobit regression model in the second stage. However, the procedure has a disadvantage. Because DEA assigns "1" score to the efficient units, no information is available about the relative order of the efficient units or the influence of the managerial/environmental variables on their relative position on the efficiency process. The analyses were primarily based on the OLS method, after implementing the super-efficiency DEA analysis. In this study, we first perform the analysis with using the super-efficiency DEA and OLS methods together to reveal influences of environmental variables on energy efficiency and then we present a confirmation using the CCR-DEA and Tobit regression approaches. Using the proposed two-stage approach, the energy efficiency and influential environmental/managerial factors at the provincial and regional level of Turkey were discovered and presented. With Tobit regression approach (used in Stage 2), we are trying to make a confirmation of the OLS method. For this reason, the Tobit method is considered as a useful tool for the complementary or confirmatory approach.
As shown in this study, it can be said that Tobit regression leads to information loss due to the censored nature. On the contrary, it is evident that super-efficiency analysis provides more comprehensive results as it employs all relevant knowledge in data by relaxing the limits. However, both methods provide more meaningful and helpful results when used together rather than used separately. Particularly for multi-dimensional, complex and strategic decisionmaking problems can be assessed according to this structure. Because principally in this kind of problems it may provide a clue that which factors should be examined in more detail if the efficient variables rarely change in both analyses owing to the specific structure of problem/subject.
More specifically, according to CCR or BCC results, we can only obtain which DMU is efficient or not, based on the efficiency scores. Additionally, these models do not explicitly provide the actual ranking of the efficient DMUs among themselves. The main point behind the developing super-efficiency DEA was to show sorting/ ranking of 10% relative efficiency of these DMUs. In order to eliminate the insufficiencies of the mentioned models and to assess DMUs' efficiencies realistically and comprehensively, the superefficiency model was developed by Ref. [57] . The Tobit method is limited and its use with CCR-DEA is more appropriate in this context. In addition, the reason for using both methods can be explained as follows: Firstly, to identify meaningful and significant variables. Then, should be concentrated on the governmental politics on these issues. Energy policymakers and investors can constitute an action plan to increase renewable energy utilization rate at a high level according to analysis results. With this study, all authorities in the energy sector can take into account the current conditions of the regions/provinces, which have renewable energy potential at what level.
In the analysis, scale efficiency values were obtained by CCR and BCC models. According to the super-efficiency ranks, Yalova, Kilis, Igdir, Izmir, Gumushane, Kutahya, K. Maras, Batman, Gaziantep, Elazig and lastly Sirnak demonstrated the best performance among all provinces in the model. The Aegean Region and The South Eastern Anatolia Region were more efficient among the regions. The main reason for the efficiency of these regions was having high renewable energy potential and utilization of the potential efficiently depend on regional technological progress. In recent years, renewable energy investments, capacity expansion decisions, and system integration activities have been expanded particularly in these regions. All these factors raise energy efficiencies, stage by stage.
Effective renewable energy management is a core issue of the most of the governments, particularly for the developing countries in order to maintain sustainable development and to manage economic growth. In the view of environmental variables, GDP per capita is very important to determine energy efficiency. Economic growth provides an opportunity to invest in energy resources to generate electricity. Utilizing highly qualified equipment and advanced technology investments decrease the inefficiencies of the energy system with isolated network line. All these are provided by the financial sources. According to researchers, the developed societies (high GDP per capita) are more aware of the energy efficiency issues than poor communities due to the high technological advancement and education level.
The second most important environmental variable is population or population density, which positively affects the energy efficiency due to the potential advantage of the crowded regions. From the standpoint of efficiency, the policy of the state should primarily be centered on providing services to crowded places. And the electricity companies prefer to operate primarily in crowded regions due to the efficiency advantages compared to isolated places.
The third most important environmental variable is total energy production, which considers another kind of energy sources such as fossil fuel. Because all energy sources are part of the limited capacity of the electricity generation, renewable energies do not have much of a share. Therefore, energy production from other fossilbased sources tends to decrease the renewable energy efficiency in the related regions.
Some suggestions for the policy of increasing energy efficiency based on renewable energy sources can be presented as follows: The renewable energy resources should be properly planned and utilized in an optimal way. Renewable energy investments should be encouraged with incentives and feed-in tariffs. Energy investment activities should be carried out starting from low-efficient provinces. Technological investments and capacity expansion activities should be accelerated by the government to meet growing energy need. The loss and theft rate should be reduced and the network lines should be extended by providing energy service to each point of the country.
The results of energy efficiency assessment can be helpful for managers to decide on effective management and investment strategies. Energy policymakers and investors can constitute an action plan to increase renewable energy utilization rate at a high level according to analysis results. With this study, all authorities in the energy sector can take into account the current conditions of the regions/provinces, which have renewable energy potential at what level. All these works provide our country to reduce dependence on foreign energy sources and to maintain sustainable development. This study demonstrates that researchers and policymakers will find DEA, Tobit and OLS useful methods for efficiency analyzing of provinces in the context of developing countries when data can be challenging to obtain. For future directions, this study can be analyzed by adding new inputs/outputs and the results can be compared with, is known as a parametric method Stochastic frontier analysis, and Malmquist productivity index.
